ALL IRELAND HURLING
FINAL PREVIEW
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KILKENNY V TIPPERARY
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2014

Once more unto
the breach
And so it is Kilkenny v Tipperary
once more in an All Ireland Hurling Final. One more time these two
famed hurling counties joust in this
most ancient of games. Between
2009 and 2011 they enthralled every
man, woman and child on the green
island when giving us three epic finals. They met since in the past two
league deciders, the last in May went
to Overtime - another thriller. Expect
nothing else come 3.30pm GMT tomorrow this first Sunday of September when battle anew will rage.

EDGE
Kilkenny have enjoyed the better
of recent championship and league
final meetings - winning the first
and last of the three consecutive
finals and the last three times they
met in league deciders. Add in the
wins over Tipp in the 2012 championship semi-final and a cracking
knockout championship qualifier
in 2013 and it is fair to say that the
Cats have the edge ahead of their
clash on Sunday.
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Looking back to their overall meetings in All Ireland finals
however, it is Tipperary who hold
the advantage winning 10 to Kilkenny’s 6. Both teams know the
history, feel the rivalry. Tipp look
to break free from recent Kilkenny dominance and will give it
everything – and they’ll have to
– Kilkenny look to hold sway. In
the theatre of Croke Park, 80,000
adorned in Tipp’s blue and gold,
Kilkenny’s black and amber, will
fire the flames of battle. Beyond
the 15 on 15, the sight of each
team’s colours, the parade behind
the Artane Boys Band, the waving flags, the counties cries, the
anthem air, will bend the moment with the past where recent
meetings carry less muster. The
throw-in thunder reconnects past
with present.

TEAMS
Tipperary have named an unchanged side from their semi-final
win over Cork.

TIPPERARY -

KILKENNY -

Darren Gleeson
Cathal Barrett
Padraic Maher
Paddy Stapleton
Brendan Maher
James Barry
Kieran Bergin
Shane McGrath
James Woodlock
Gearóid Ryan
Patrick Maher
John O’Dwyer
Noel McGrath
Seamus Callanan
Lar Corbett

Eoin Murphy
Paul Murphy
JJ Delaney
Jackie Tyrell
Joey Holden
Brian Hogan
Cillian Buckley
Richie Hogan
Conor Fogarty
Michael Fennelly
Colin Fennelly
TJ Reid
Walter Walsh
Richie Power
Eoin Larkin

As they changed their positions in
the semi-final, it is expected that Tipp
will lineout with James Barry moving
to full back, Padraig Maher to left half
back and Brendan Maher to centre
back.
Kilkenny have named three changes
with Eoin Murphy replacing David
Herity in goal, with Richie Power [at
full forward] coming in for Padraig
Walsh and Walter Walsh at right corner forward for Mark Kelly.

KEY AREAS
While every team line is important and dependent upon another
if one is to win, there are areas that
should prove crucial as to where
the winning might take place. The
outcome of the in-form Tipperary’s full forward line led by ace
scorer Seamus Callanan in the
centre, against Kilkenny’s experienced full back line, with JJ Delaney manning the middle, will have

a bearing on the result. Callanan
won’t have the freedom of Croke
Park he seemed to have against a
much troubled Cork rear-guard
when this time up against the best
full back in the country. Though
aging like Tyrell, Delaney still is
fleet of foot and this centre matchup though important might prove
a 50/50 outcome. The last time
these two players tussled in the
league final, Delaney held Callanan scoreless from play. However,
the next lines for both teams will
be a key area.
Tipperary’s half forward line of
Gearoid Ryan, Patrick Maher, and
John O’Dwyer might shade overall
their matchups with Cillian Buckley, Brian Hogan, and Joey Holden, respectively. Both Holden and
O’Dwyer will be playing in their
first All Ireland final. O’Dwyer has
been one of the most prolific forwards of the championship (2-20)
and tends to popup in the right
places. Holden marked O’Dwyer in
the league decider and was found
wanting withdrawn before the first
half ended. Holden is good in the
air, is tough but isn’t blessed with
wrists, O’Dwyer is. Patrick ‘Bonner’ Maher at center forward will
be running at the Kilkenny defense
at every opportunity but Brian Hogan should be able to handle that
domain while Ryan on the sprightly
Buckley could see Kilkenny with a
slight advantage. Overall, the damage that O’Dwyer can cause could
spur Tipp’s forwards but Kilkenny
do have half back replacements in
Padraig Walsh, Lester Ryan and
Kieran Joyce, midfielder Conor
Fogarty can also slot in there, but
early damage might be irreparable.
Tipp’s midfield of Shane McGrath
and James Woodlock, ran riot
against Cork, but Kilkenny’s Richie Hogan, who is having a fantastic season, is a force to deal with
while Fogarty, though in his first

final, can hurl. Midfield is always
important and maybe, just maybe,
Tipp might have the more experience, here but again Kilkenny have
plenty of options when it comes
to re-enforcements with Michael
Fennelly perhaps moving back
there. There’ll be little in it in the
middle.

KILKENNY FORWARDS
V TIPP BACKS
The half forward line for Kilkenny versus Tipp’s half back line
is another key area. Brendan Maher is solid in the all-important
center back spot for Tipp, while
Paraic Maher is back to his best
form. On the other side, Kieran
Bergin, appearing in his first final,
did clear his lines against Cork but
his marker, Conor Lehane was the
Rebel’s best player and took 0-4 off
him. Bergin will mark TJ Reid this
time and while Reid, though quiet
in the semi-final against Limerick,
could be trouble for the Tipp defender. Kilkenny’s center forward
Colin Fennelly, if he’s allowed possession, will cause problems with
his pace, direct running and his
eye for a score. His performance
will be central to the Kilkenny
attack and how Brendan Maher
fares against him will be crucial.
Equally, how Michael Fennelly and
Padraic Maher matchup may also
prove decisive. Fennelly, out since
the Leinster quarter final until
his reappearance against Limerick where he scored 0-2, though
wasn’t as influential as he can be,
should be back to top form and if
he gets going Kilkenny will win.
Kilkenny’s Richie Power, also back
from injury, scored the all-important goal off the bench in the semi
and this classy performer will have
final debutant James Barry on his
toes. The experienced Eoin Larkin
on another final newcomer Cathal
Barry – who had a great game v
Cork, is one to watch also. Lar-

kin has an eye for goal and Tipp
can’t afford him any room. Walter
Walsh’s 6ft-5 bulk is going to cause
Paddy Stapleton difficulty. Stapleton is a tough and experienced
corner back but if Walsh gets going as he did in the 2012 decider
against Galway he could tilt this
battle towards Kilkenny. Walsh has
been hit and miss this season and
is due a good game.

WILL TO WIN, SUBS
AND DESTINY
Much has been made of the Kilkenny work-rate which has been
evident throughout their success
in the new millennium. This scribe
prefers to call it will to win. When
the Kilkenny full back line is threatened the rush to avert danger – a
trait that developing counties must
have , but do not – is possibly what
marks them apart. But, if there is
one team capable of prying open
opportunity and then taking it, it
is Tipperary. Tipp have always had
lethal forwards with great wrists,
Kilkenny is only too aware of
this, and with the likes of Corbett,
McGrath, Callanan and O’Dwyer
around, the blue and gold will pose
a constant threat. If they click, it
will be Tipp’s day.
Kilkenny in looking to their experienced bench of Henry Shefflin,

Tommy Walsh, and Aidan Fogarty
will feel that this could shade the
battle. Shefflin now 35, shot 0-3
when coming on against Dublin in
the Leinster final though he was less
influential when coming in versus
Limerick last time. His touch, craft
and eye for a goal are still there
though and already with the most
final medals haul of nine, the prize
of a 10th All Ireland medal could
be inspirational. Fogarty can be a
dangerous sub but Tommy Walsh
31 – one of the all-time great hurlers – will be a force if he sees action.
It is unlikely that Kilkenny manager Brian Cody will leave Walsh on
the bench if needed. He has made
a difference when introduced already and could be again. Tipp too
have useful subs in forwards John
O’Brien, Jason Forde, Niall O Meara
and their own lethal veteran and
great, Eoin Kelly. Tipperary will see
this match as being their turn and
the law of averages says they are due
a win. However, they are up against
a team that will fight all the way
to the end, especially against their
fiercest rivals, in Tipperary.
There is nothing between the
teams. The verdict could go either
way and should come down to the
last five minutes. Kilkenny’s will and
experience to edge them home but
it will be a battle royal. Shakespeare’s
King Henry says it best in lines ….

But when the blast of war blows in our ears,
Then imitate the action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood..
…Now set the teeth and stretch the nostril wide,
Hold hard the breath and bend up every spirit,
To his full height…
…I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,
Straining upon the start. The game’s afoot…
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more.
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